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Abstract

The range of validity of the standard surface impedance and the perfect electric conductor

models for the analysis of axisymmetric eddy current problems is thoroughly investigated.

These models are used to determine the power losses and the forces acting on conducting

objects due to the currents induced by external magnetic fìelds variable with time. A range of

numerical results have been generated for the porver losses and the forces for both prolate and

oblate spheroidally shaped good conductors and conducting spheres placed in an inducing

axisymmetric field.

The numerical results generated for conducting spheroids show the improvement brought

by the standard impedance boundary condition with respect to the simpler, perfect electric

conductor boundary condition, which is usually employed at higher frequencies. The results

obtained using the standard impedance boundary condition are in good agreement with

the experimental results available for prolate and oblate conducting spheroids and with the

results obtained from the exact analytical solution for conducting spheres, when the skin

depth is less than one tenth of the radius of curvature.

Moreover the first order cu¡vature correction for the surface impedance has been also

applied for conducting spheroids. Results obtained for the power losses and forces by em-

ploying both the standard surface impedance and the perfect cond.uctor boundary conditions

are compared with the results obtained by using the impedance boundary condition with

first order curvature correction. It is found that the results obtained by using the standard

impedance boundary condition are in good agreement with the results obtained with the

first order curvatu¡e correction for spheroids having the ratio of the depth of penetration to

the semi-minor axis less than 1/10.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The analysis of induced currents in solid conducting objects due to the presence of an exter-

nal quasistationary magnetic field is necessary in numerous areas of applied electromagnetics,

such as induction heating, eddy current braking, electromagnetic shielding and electromag-

netic levitation.

An accurate study of the induced currents requires the field solution for both the inside

and the outside of the conductor. Exact analytical solutions are possible only in a very

small number of cases. Numerical solutions require a great deal of computation since the

interior of the solid conductor should be discretized using a sufficiently large grid. In order

to reduce substantially the amount of computations at high frequencies one can use the

simpier perfect electric conductor boundary condition, when only the field solution outside

the conductor is needed, On the other hand, more accurate results can be obtained by

using the surface impedance boundary condition, when only the field solution in the region

external to the conducting object is required. In general, these boundary conditions are

called impedance boundary conditions and are categorized as approximate boundary condi-

tions. Various impedance boundary conditions are widely used in numerous areas of applied

electromagnetics in order to reduce the complexity of the probiem.



1.1 Thesis Outline

in Chapter 1 of this thesis the concept of impedance boundary conditions for solving bound-

ary value problems in applied electromagnetics is summarized. We discuss some of the most

widely used impedance boundary conditions such as the standard surface impedance, the per-

fect electric conductor model, the perfect magnetic conductor boundary conditions and the

impedance boundary condition with frrst order curvature correction. In Chapters 2 k 3 we

present in detail the derivation of the anal¡ical solution for the magnetic vector potential fbr

a conducting sphere and a conducting spheroid in the presence of a system of inducing turns

by using various impedance boundary conditions. The solutions for the Laplace equation

in spherical and spheroidal coordinates are determined by using the method of sepa,ration

of variables. The constants of integration âre determined by applying different impedance

boundary conditions.

Chapter 4 contains the derivation of the expressions for the power losses and the f'orces

acting on conducting spheres/spheroids under different boundary conditions. In Chapter

5 of this thesis we present numerical results obtained for the pov/er losses and forces in a

normalized form in a way that facilitates the comparison of the performance of different

impedance boundary conditions as compared to available experimental results [1] and to

results generated using the curvature dependent boundary conditions in the case of conduct-

ing spheroids, as well as to numerical results obtained from the exact analytical solution for

conducting spheres.

Appendix A provides a simple derivation of the expressions for the surface impedance

and the skin depth for a plane wave incident upon a semi-space made of a good conductor. In

Appendix B & C some useful properties and relationships for associated Legendre functions

and modified Bessel functions, respectively, are given. In Appendix D the expressions for the

principal curvatures for both the prolate and oblate shaped spheroids are derived. Appendix

E presents a complete derivation of the exact analytical solution for a conducting sphere in



the presence of a system of current-carrying tu¡ns.

L.2 Approximate Boundary Conditions

Approximate boundary conditions provide an approximate relationship between the electric

and magnetic fields at the interface between two different media, where the properties of the

overall medium change discontinuously, which results in discontinuities for some field com-

ponents. In general, approximate boundary conditions simplify the analytical or numerical

solution of field problems involving complex structures. In electromagnetics, approximate

boundary conditions are widely used in the analysis of scattering and propagation of waves

to simulate the materiaì and geometric properties of surfaces [2]. As an example, let us con-

sider the problem of determining the fìeld scattered by an object immersed in a homogenous

medium and illuminated by an electromagnetic field. Knowing the material properties of the

object, in principle, it is possible to find the scattered field external to the object by taking

in to account the behavior of the fields within the object. This problem can be greatly sim-

plified if the object properties could be simulated via a boundary condition involving only

the external fields at the outer surface, thereby converting a two (or more) media problern

into a single medium problem. The only requirement for this formulation is that, in the

region of interest, the field obtained by using the postulated condition should approximate

the actual field to an adequate degree of accuracy [2].

Let us consider an electromagnetic wave incident on the interface between two media

(assume both media to be linear, isotropic, homogeneous and source free). At the interface,

the electric and magnetic fields satisfy the transition (boundary) conditions [2]

lnxEl!--J*"
fnxHl!:J""

ln. pH)!: p*"

ln.eE)!: p""

(1. 1)

(1.2)



where [ ]1 denotes the discontinuity between the [+] and the l-] sides of the interface, n

is the unit vector normal to the interface and directed into the [+] side, J"" and p"" are the

electric current and the electric charge densities on the surface of discontinuity, respectively,

and J-" and p^, denote the corresponding magnetic current and magnetic charge densities

on the surface of discontinuity, respectively. If the [-] side is a perfect electrical conductor,

all the field quantities in this medium are zero by defrnition and J ^, 
: pms :0. This yields

Equation (i.3) is referred to as the perfect electric conductor boundary condition (PEC).

Conversely, if the [-] side is a perfect magnetic conductor all the field quantities in this

medium àre zero and J"" : pes :0. This gives

nxE+:0

n. H+ :0

nxH+

n. E+

(1 3)

(1.4)

(1.5)

(1.6)

:0

-0

Equation (1.5) is the perfect magnetic conductor boundary condition (PMC). Since all the

materials are neither perfect electric conductors nor perfect magnetic conductors, the inter-

face cannot support surface currents and therefore the resulting boundary conditions become

[n x El!: O [nx,H]l:o (1.7)

The above equations show the continuity of the tangential components of the electric and

magnetic fields across the interface and are used to find an accurate solution for the field

components both inside and outside to the object. However, this involves rigorous solutions



of the field equations as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter.

The simplest approximate boundary conditions a¡e the impedance boundary conditions.

They are widely used in applied electromagnetics in order to solve boundary value prob-

lems related to electromagnetic scattering, eddy currents and lossy transmission lines. The

boundary conditions which assumed a perfect electric or magnetic conductors are the sim-

plest among them. The most widely used impedance boundary condition is the standard

impedance boundaly condition (SIBC), also called the Leontovich boundary condition, which

was developed (19a8) for use when the skin depth is relatively small when compared to the

dimensions of the object.

Due to the simplicity, ease of use and successful applications, improved or higher order

versions of impedance boundary conditions have also been considered for electromagnetic

applications. These higher order conditions, often referred to as generalized impedance

boundary conditions (GIBC), permit the simulation of more complicated material and com-

posite surfaces with greater accuracy [2]. In the present study, we confined our investigation

to the analysis of the performance of the Leontovich boundary conditions for axisymmetric

eddy current problems, in which the tangential components of the electric and magnetic field

intensities are related via a surface impedance, which is a function of only the electromag-

netic properties of the material and the frequency of the field which is incident upon the

surface of the object l3].

1.3 Impedance Boundary Conditions

Schelkunofl (1934) first introduced the concept of the surface impedance in electromagnetics

for the analysis of coaxial transmission lines and cylindrical shields [ ]. For a homogeneous

body in which a point on it's surface is defined by an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate sys-

tem, Rytov (1940) showed that the tangential components of the electric field at the surface

could be expressed as series of powers of the depth of penetration of electromagnetic field,



with coefficients that involve the tangential magnetic field components and their tangential

derivatives [2]. Leontovich had developed a new form of boundary condition for highly con-

ducting surfaces, which is simpler in the sense of computations [2] i.e.

nxE:Z"nx[nxII1 (1.8)

where rz is the outward unit vector normal to the surface, E and H arc the electric fleld

and the magnetic field intensities, respectively, at the conductor surface. Z, is the surface

impedance, which is equal to the intrinsic impedance of the medium in which the fields pen-

etrate. In other words, Z" is the ratio between the tangential components of E and H at

the conductor surface. For an isotropic, linear and lossy conducting semi-space, the surface

impedance is given by [see Appendix A]

(1.e)

where ô is the skin depth fbr a good conductor,

(1.10)

The validity of the boundary condition (1.8) for surfaces with curvatures requires that [5]

lZ"l K Zo, (1. 1 1)

where Zs is the free space wave impedance and

the surface.

R 
^¿n 

is the minimum radius of curvature of

Rybov(1940) developed rigorous derivations of approximate bounda¡y conditions up to

the second order, applicable at the curved surfaces of highly conducting bodies [2]. For

z,:l#(1+i) :#

ô
D <<1
ttmin



geometries with curvature, Leontovich (19a8) introduced a first order curvature correction

term to the standard surface impedance for small radii of curvatures, whose correct expres-

sion is given in [6]. i.e.

Eu: (7 -l p)2"H"

Eu: -(7 - p)Z"Hu

1p: iQ + i)6(K, - K")

(r.r2)

(1 . 13)

(1.14)

where Ku and Ku are the principal curvatures of the point on the surface corresponding to

the principal cu¡vature direction coordinates z and u, respectively, with

Au X O,r,: TL (1 . 15)

where r¿ is the unit vector normal to the surface of the conductor and pointing towards the

center of curvature, and au and au àre unit vectors along the line of coordinates u and u,

respectively, in the directions of increase of the respective coordinates. Since n points into

the conductor, the principal curvatures Ku and Ku are considered to be positive wherever

the conducting body is convex [6]. In the present study, we have used both the PEC and

SIBC, and also the impedance boundary condition with first order curvature correction f'or

deriving analytical expressions for various fìeld quantities.

L.4 Problem Statement

The main objective of the present study is to investigate the performance of impedance

boundary conditions, namely, PEC model and the SIBC for the analysis of axisymmetric

eddy-current problems. This research work mainly consists of



I. derivation of analytical expressions for the magnetic vector potential produced by a

system of circular turns carrying time ha¡monic currents in the presence of solid con-

ducting spheres/spheroids having a common axis of rotation by using the impedance

boundary conditions mentioned above;

derivation of the exact analytical solution for the magnetic vector potential produced

by a system of circular turns carrying time harmonic currents in the presence of a solid

conducting sphere;

derivation of expressions for the power losses due to induced currents and the forces

acting on conducting spheres and spheroids;

comparison of the numerical results for the power losses and the fbrces obtained by

employing different bounda.ry conditions with the experimental results presented in

[1] for conducting spheroids and with the results obtained from the exact analytical

solution for spheres;

investigation of the performance of the above mentioned boundary conditions for the

solution of axisymmetric eddy current problems.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Chapter 2

Analytical Solutions for a Conducting
Sphere

Consider a conducting sphere of radius 16 made of a good conducting material of conductivity

o, placed in an external magnetic field produced by a co-axial circular turn carrying time

ha¡monic current as shown in Fig. 2.1. The system is symmetrical a.round the z-axis and

the spherical coordinatesr,0,rp are used for deriving expressions for various field quantities.

2.L Determination of the Magnetic Vector Potential
Using Impedance Boundary Conditions

Because of the symmetry, the magnetic vector potential ,4 has only a p-component, A : urA.

Let's assume that outside the sphere A: A'* A", where A' : unpA'denotes the magnetic

vector potential due to the induced currents in the conducting sphere, whereas A" : ,u,rA" is

the rragnetic vector potential produced by the inducing turn alone. ,4 is assumed to satisfy

the Coulomb gauge condition V . A:0. A' and A" satisfy the equations [7]

v2A' :0

v2A" : -l-hJ

The electric current density J : uOJO in the filamentary

pressed as

(2.1)

(2.2)

current-carrying turn can be ex-



(r,o,q)

I v

d.

x

1rr,0r,er)

I. 2b

Figure 2.1: Conducting sphere in the presence of a circular current-carrying turn.

JÓ: 1,6(0-0")ô(r-r")

z

(2.3)

where 6(0 - 0') and ô(r - rr) are one-dimensional Dirac's delta functions, defined by

ô(r-re):9, r#ro
+æ

f

I dft - rs)d,r : !
J

+æ
I

I f (r)6(r -rs)dr: lîo)
J

where /(r) is an arbitrary function continues at re.

10



2.L.L Magnetic Vector Potential Due to Induced Currents

,4' satisfies the scalar component of the Laplacian of á' in spherical coordinates (see Ap-

pendix B).

(2.4)

The solution of (2.4) can be obtained by using the method of sepa.ration of variables. As-

suming,4'to be of the form.A' : L(r)M(0)"-tlgl, we get

ffir,o't . ## ('*,fio') - ffi : o

r2d2L r d / dM\ 1

T dr, - ur¿ne ¿e \sino do ) - *re: o (2'5)

with lr'# : n(n* 1) we have,

*-n("|Ðr:o (2.6)ur'

whose solution can be written in the form

L(r): dnrn*r * þnr-"

where o,, and Bn arc constants. Similarly from (2.5) and (2.6) we get

(2.7)

7d/ dM\ / 1,)r:o 
(2.8)ti"o do \tu"u * ) + (n (n + 1) - 

"nre 1

Substituting:L : cos?, (2.8) is brought to the form

11



d 1,, ".dMl* L(t 
-"") d' l

*1"r,+1) -Jr] M:o (2.e)

The solution of (2.9) is given in Appendix C and can be expressed as

M (0) : al"P)(cos?) + þ'"Q|"(cos2) (2.10)

where P)(cos?) and Ql(cosd) are the associated Legendre functions of the first kind and

the second kind, respectively, and a| and þ'" are constants. By considering the fact that

the magnetic vector potential has a finite value everywhere in the region rs 1 r ( oo, the

constant en:0 in (2.7). Similarly by considering the properties of the associated Legendre

functions as given in Appendix C, and due to the fact that -1 1 cos? < +1, we have

þ'": 0. Thus, the magnetic vector potential produced by the induced currents external to

the conducting sphere can be expressed as

æ

,4' : )- C,P)(cos0)v-(n+t¡L
n:l

where C, are constants to be determined.

2.L.2 Magnetic Vector Potential Produced by a
Alone

The solution of (2.2) is

(2.11)

Circular Turn

(2.r2)A"('): # I &a,'

where du' : r'2s'in7'dr'd0'dg'. The inverse distance term l/lr - r,l can

72

be expanded as[1]



--= :i i,- 7)*(2 - u*l\" , *!t, '?.l, -,,1 k*?^' 
-t \- -'ItL/ (n-lm)l.rg+r (2.13)

' P{(cos?')Pff(cos?)cosrn(ó - ó')

where 6*:0 for m l0 and 6*: I for m:0 and rç and r> are the smallest and the

largest of r and r", respectively. The relationship between A" and J is also valid for their

scalar components in rectangular coordinates, which are

(2.r4)

Due to the axial symmetry of the fleld produced by the circular current-carrying turn, the

magnitude of. A" does not depend on @, thus þ can be chosen arbitrarily. Let us consider

the semi-plane S: 0; substituting (2.3) and (2.13) in (2.L2) and considering the fact that

Jo2" cosþ'cos(mS')d,þ':0 except f.or m:1, the magnetic vector potential produced by the

circular turn alone can be expressed in the form[8]

Jr: -JósinÓ'

Ja: *JôcosÓ'

J":0

A'J : -A" si'nÓ

AlJ: IA"cosó

A,:: O

A" : t"o{,'r"sino"Ë 
*+, þrfn"ro,)P}(coso)n:7

(2.15)

The total magnetic vector potential outside the conducting sphere is obtained by superposing

the vector potentials produced by the induced currents(.4') and the circular turn alone(,4")

in the form.

,4 : Ë cnr-@+t) prþosl) + ffstnu,", i #-¡þp)þos0,)p)(cos0) (2.16)
n:l

2.L.3 Application of Boundary Conditions

The constants of integration Cn are determined by applying the boundary condition (i.8),

which can be simply expressed in terms of the tangential components of the electric and

13



magnetic field intensities at the conductor su¡face as

t7_
2s 

-
(2.r7)

Fbom the Maxwell equations for a time harmonic field

V x E: -juB (2.18)

Since .B: V x á, we get

V x [.8 * juA]: g (2.1e)

According to the vector identity V x V/ : 0, (2.19) yields P : -juA -Vó,where @ is an

electric scalar potential. In what follows, only the induced electric field which is due to the

magnetic vector potential is determined, since the electric field due to the scalar potential

is normal to the surface of the solid conductor and thus does not appear in the definition of

the surface impedance and does not contribute to the losses and the forces exerted upon the

conductors. The components of the electric and the magnetic field intensities are expressed

in spherical coordinates in the form

E-=l

Htl
I r=ro

Er: - juA

n,:]-2o,qt
psr 0r'

tðH': - 
^**æ(si'noA)

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

From (2.17), (2.20) and (2.21) we get
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';{nln c,'; ('*" - + +T'r u"' e 

"t) 
e: rc" æt}

: --{å lr,,;,'*, . +ffifte;1"o,e"1] o;r-,r¡ 
}

By equating the coefficients of P)(cos?) in each side of (2.23) we get

n - LLoI" sin0"P)(cos0) |w": 2 
"q" ¡ t¡rg I

Z"(n i 7)r3"*' - j,t orS@*'

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

Zrn I japoro

Substituting Cn in (2.16) the resultant magnetic vector potential can be expressed as

Notes

o In the case of an inducing system with l/¿ number of current-carrying turns in the pres-

ence of a conducting sphere having a common axis of rotation, the resultant magnetic

vector potential external to the conducting sphere can be obtained by superposing the

magnetic vector potentials produced by individual turn.

o It should be remarked that the expressions derived by using the SIBC are also valid

for the impedance boundary condition with first order curvature correction as given in

(1.12),(1.13) and (1.14) since for a sphere K,: Ke:7lro (see Appendix E).

o In the case of a perfectly conducting sphere, the expressions for the fìeld quantities can

be obtained by assuming a zero surface impedance in the corresponding expressions

derived for a sphere with a finite conductivity.

Thus for a system with .n/¿ number of inducing turns

15



1

,?*¡
(2.26)

In the case of a perfectly conducting sphere,

(2.27)

2.2 The Exact Analytical Solution for a Conducting
Sphere

The exact analyiical solution for the quasistationary field solutions both internal and exter-

nal to the conducting sphere in the presence of a system of inducing turns has been already

investigated in [9],[10]. The complete derivation for the boundary value problem by consider-

ing the continuity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic field intensities

at the interface between the conductor and free space, as in (1.7), is presented in Appendix.

F. Thus, the exact analytical solution for the magnetic vector potential both internal and

external to the conducting sphere yields

A^^: t'o:-Ëtr,",r"f ?" * t /"0\" j*(kr)
^in - T ¡rr{rvz - ã "(" *i (") ffi';(cos0')P}(cos0)' (2.2s)

r 1ro

N' \l- r!A: +ll"rtno"!1 ,";,+r -
s=l "=r l. '>

cos0))P;(
+1)

cosî,
-;6,

(P:(i)"(î)".')

Ae,, : +ÐI"s^o,å{"Ë . #l%:ffi-'] } (2.2e)
Pl(cos7 

") 
Pl(cos?)

n(n*I) ) r,'-16

where i"(kr) denotes the spherical Bessel functions of the first kind (see Appendix D),

¡çz : ja¡,to and 1/¿ is the number of inducing turns.

in9"

)4
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Chapter 3

Analytical Solutions for Conducting
Spheroids Using Impedance Boundary
Conditions

Let us consider nor,v a conducting spheroid (either prolate or oblate) made of a good con-

ductor and placed in a magnetic field produced by a filamentary circular turn carrying a

quasistationary current. The spheroid and the circular turn have the same axis of rotation.

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the arrangement of the inducing systems with a single current

carrying turn in the presence of a conducting prolate and oblate spheroid, respectively. The

semi-major and the semi-minor axes in case of a prolate spheroid âre os and b6, respec-

tively, while for an oblate spheroid the semi-major and the semi-minor axes are b6 and ø6,

respectively.

Due to the axial symmetry of the system, the field solutions are independent of rp, which

substantially reduces the amount of computations. In section 3.1 we present the derivation

of the magnetic vector potential ,4. conditioned by a single inducing turn in the presence

of a conducting spheroid. The magnetic vector potential due to a number of inducing

turns can be obtained by superposing the magnetic vector potentials produced by individual

turns. In order to solve the problem, we used two different orthogonal curvilinear coordinate

systems, namely, prolate and oblate spheroidal coordinates for the cases of prolate and

oblate spheroids, respectively. The rational for choosing prolate and oblate spheroids for the

analysis undertaken is due to the fact that these shapes approximate the geometries of a

large variety of real world objects.

T7



3.1 The Choice of Prolate and Oblate Spheroidal Co-
ordinates

Figure 3.1 shows an inducing system having only a single current-carrying turn in the pres-

ence of a prolate spheroidal conducting object. The system is axisymmetric and the prolate

spheroidalcoordinates T,Ë,9 (-1 < T 1II,1< € < oo, and 0<ç <2n) are used. The

unit vectors u,r1, lrq and u, are as depicted in Fig. 3.1.

2uo

( : const

2c

l':;: l.:
(r1,,Ç,g.)

I. 2b
-----

z

Figure 3.1: Conducting prolate spheroid in the presence of a circular current-carrying turn.

The prolate spheroidal coordinates n,t,g are related to the rectangular cartesien coordinates

r,U,z by [t][tt]

2b

1B



r: cl(l - n')G' - 7)l'/'"ot,p

a:cl(r-n\G'-r)l'/"¿rç
z: cet

The corresponding scale factors h*h¿ and h, are [1][tt]

, l€'-n'f'/'ftn:c ja1
he:"1æ),,,
hç: cl(r - n2)G2 - Ðlt/'

The lengths of the semi-major axis as and semi-minor axis b6, the distance to the inducing

turn from the origin d" and the radius of the inducing turn b, can be expressed in prolate

spheroidal coordinates as given in (3.3)[1].

ao : 4o , bo: 
"(ü - 7)t/z

d,: c,tt,.€, , b": c[(1 - n?G8 - 7))t/"
(3.3)

where 4r,Ç denote the coordinates of a point on the circular turn, whereas {6 corresponds

to a point on the prolate spheroid whose surface is defined by €: €o: canstant (t, > €o).

The semi-focal distance of the prolate spheroid c is given by c: ,/Ã40
Figure 3.2 shows the choice of oblate spheroidal coordinates for an oblate spheroidal con-

ducting object in the presence of a single inducing turn. The oblate spheroidal coordinates

T,t,g (-1 < n < +7, 0 < € ( oo, 0 < g 1 2r) arerelated to the rectangular coordinates

t,U,z by the following relations [1][1i].

r : cl(I - rt2) G' + L)lr/2 cosç

a : c[(t - ,1\G' + r)]r/2 sine

-_^t. - çtl\

and the corresponding scale factors are

(3 1)

(3.2)

19
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2ao

2b const

I
E:l
const

î:*1

p

bo d,

(r1.,Ç,qr)

2b"

z

Figure 3.2: Conducting oblate spheroid in the presence of a circular current carrying turn.

, lË'ir:z1t/zftn: c lT-.,)
he:clffil'''
hç: c[(7 - n\G, + Ð]t/2

The semlfocal distance is given by c: ,Æ40
The lengths o¡, b¡, b" and the distance d" in Fig. 3.2 can be expressed as [1]

ao: 4o bo: c(€3 + 7)r/2

d" : crt"Ë, b" : cl(I - n?G8 + 7)lr/2

(3.5)

20
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Note

It is useful to notice that the transformations { -+ j{ and c --+ -jc in the expressions for

the physical quantities obtained in prolate spheroidal coordinates give the corresponding

expressions in oblate spheroidal coordinates [1]. This transformation will be used whenever

we need to derive expressions f'or various field quantities in oblate spheroidal coordinates

from those obtained in prolate spheroidal coordinates.

3.2 Determination of the Magnetic Vector Potential

Let's consider the system shown in Fig. 3.1. Due to the axisymmetry, all field compo-

nents depend only on 4 and (. The magnetic vector potential ,4 has only a <p-component,

A : urA, and can be determined outside the spheroid in the form

A: A'(n,€) + A"(n,€) (3.7)

where A' : u,pA' is the magnetic vector potential due to the induced currents in the con-

ducting spheroid and A" : 'unpA" is the magnetic vector potential produced by the circular

turn alone. ,4, is assumed to be satisfy the Coulomb gauge condition V. ,4 : 0. A' and A"

satisfy the equations 17]

v2A' :0

V2 A" : -poJ

(3.8)

(3.e)

where J is the conduction current density, which has only an azimuthal component J : ueJe,

corresponding to the filamentary current-carrying conductor and can be expressed as

i"6(n-?")ô((-€")
(hrhe)n",q"

¿"[(1 - ri"2) (€"' - t)]t/'ô(7i - ri")ô(€ - €,)
cr(Ë? -,t?)

27
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where 6(rl - rì") and ô({ - (") are the one dimensional Dirac delta functions.

Equation (3.8) becomes (see Appendix B)

dA {rt - r'r'nffit(t - r,z¡ttzo'l + (€' - r)'/'z#l(€' - t)'/'.q'l}: o (s 11)

The corresponding equation for (3.1i) in oblate spheroidal coordinates can be obtained sim-

ply by using the transfbrmation { --. j€,c - -jc,

ae#^to -'t')'/'#lo - n')'/'t'l + (€' + Ð'nftt(( + g't'o'l): o (3'12)

3.2.L Magnetic Vector Potential Due to Induced Currents

Equation (3.11) and (3.12) can be solved by using the method of separation of variables. Let

us assume that the solution of (3.11) can be expressed in the form

A'(rt,€): L(ùM(€) (a.ts)

Substituting (3.13) in (3.11) and dividingby L(q)M({), yields

hhlr'-rtftLØ)\-+.#ø#lr,'- u#,o,l*, _j*: o (8 14)

Taking the separation constant in the form n(n * 1) with n being an integer gives

hhlr'-r'tf;LØ))-+:-n(n*t) (3 1b)

1.e.

22



(3.16)

Equation (3.16) is in the form of (C.3) in Appendix C and its solution can be expressed in

terms of associated Legendre functions of the first kind P,l and the second kind Ql in the form

L(rù : a"P),(ù + þ"Q!"(rt) (3.17)

Similarly we have,

M (Ð : a;P:(€) + 1'"ALG) (3.18)

an, ah, Bn and þ'" are constants of integration. Due to the fact that 1 < g < oo and

-1. < r¡ ( *1 in case of a prolate spheroid, and by considering the properties of associated

Legendre functions as given in (C.11) in Appendix C, the solution for (3.14) is expressed in

the form

hlu - n\ftrotl]+ þr" + 1) - ,-lLot) : o

A"(r):#lffiot

A' :Dc"e,"@P:(rt)
n:I

where Cn are constants to be determined.

3.2.2 Magnetic Vector Potential Produced by a
Alone

The solution of (3.9) can be expressed as

(3.1e)

Circular Turn

(3.20)

where r is the position vector of the observation point and r' is the position vector of the

source point. The inverse distance 1ll, - r'l can be expanded in terms of prolate spheroidal

23



harmonics [1].

F+:: Ë Ër-'l-t' - 6^)(2n.', [m]n:0 m:l)

. Pi (tòQT (€,) Pi (rt') Pi (r) cosm(e - e' )

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

The quantiby õ^ has the value 6* : 0 for m l0 and õ*: 7 for m :0, whereas {. and {,
are the smallest and greatest of ( and {,, respectively. The relationship between A" and J

is also valid for their scalar components in rectangular coordinates, i.e.

J": -Jçsi'ntP'

Ja: *Jçcosg'

J":0

A, : -A" s'inp

Aa: IA"cosp

A":0

Due to the axial symmetry of the system, the magnitude of /." does not depend

For convenience, let us consider the semi-plane which is defined by p : 0. With

h,1,hq,hr,d.(tdn'dg'and substituting (3.21) and (3.10) in (3.20), A" cal be expressed

f'orm

n, :t'e_r:Kr - Té),G_;t)1,/, 
å å,_, )^(2 _ 6*)(2n* ,) lml '

- piOù 
J,u(r' - nò6(€'- {")(€" - rt'\Pf GàQTG,)

. Pff (r7' ) co sç' co s (mg' ) dn' d€' dg'

¿" - - tlo I' 
t 
( r - q3 x€3 - r)l' /' D,#h p: G.) a',G,) pl, (n 

") 
p], (n)

In the case of an oblate spheroid, the expressions for A" can be deduced from (3.2a)

form

oL 9.

d,u' :
in the

Due to the fact that ff" cosç'cos(mg')dg':0 except for m:1in (3.23), A" canfinally be

expressed in the form

24
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¡" - -jaois t(r - ry3x€3 + r)lL/z 

"Ð_##p;u€.)q'^(i€,)pi(,t")p)0t) 
(3.25)

3.2.3 Application of Boundary Conditions

Flom (3.7),(3.19) and (3.24), the total magnetic vector potential external to a prolate

spheroid can be expressed as

o:Ð{",aic)P;(n) - *Ut -,Ê)c3 - r)l'/,
n:l

## P:, (€.) e'" G,) pl 
Ø ò 

p ) (n)\

In the case of an oblate spheroid, the expression for á becomes

o:t {t,a'^UÐP,(nl 
* tSfO - n)G? + Ðlr/2

n:l

## P: u €.) e',(¡ e,) pÅ 
Ø 

") 
pl @\

a,: |6ftrn,ot

",:å&@,A)

The constants C" in (3.26) are determined by applying the SIBC as given in (1.8), which

can be expressed in terms of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields

at the conductor surface in the form.

E,l _ry-H"l -zs
'l€:€o

(3.28)

The components of the magnetic field densities Bn and B6 a,re obtained in prolate spheroidal

coordinates from, .B : V x ,4 in the form

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.2e)

By substituting the corresponding scale factors in prolate spheroidal coordinates, (3.29) can



be written as

E has a single component E, such that

Er: -jaA (3.32)

Constants of integration in prolate spheroidal coordinates

The magnetic field intensity H, at the conductor surface, € : €o is determined in the case

of a prolate conducting spheroid from (3.30)and (3.26), and can be expressed as

n, : l64p¡ø& ro' - r)'/' Al

o---1 1 !fft-n2\t/2¡l"€-7G2-n2)Wô4Lu tt ) n)

H^l :--: Ð{t,",r+ 1)0,((o) - *n, -,Ê)G? - t)1,/,'' l€:€,, cpol€B - n n:t

ffi " Go) Q'*G 
") 

P:, (n 
")\ 

e; ç,,¡

t,lr:*: - i " t{c-er,Go) p:(rtl - ffrc - n?)(t? - r)),/,

## P: cù Q',e 
") 

PÅ (n 
") 

pl Ø)\

By substituting Erl*_rn and Ilrlr_., in (3.28) we get

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.33)

The properties of the associated Legendre functions given in (C.7) in Appendix C were used

in the above computations, and Pn and Qn are the Legendre functions of the first kind and

the second kind, respectively. The electric field intensity Eç at the conductor surface can be

obtained from (3.32), with .4 as given in (3.26), in the form

(3.34)



Ð i " {r,ol (eo ) - * u, - n?) G? - t)1, n ffip; ({, ) al (6" )
n:7

.P}(n")},:r,l:ffiÐ-{*",+1)8'(€o)_tu'*n!rt?-Ð],/,(3'35)

ffi "(€o 
) ol (6, ) P; (n,)\ e;ç,1¡

The left hand side of (3.35) is of the form

D{c"x" - I,x"} P}(q)
n:l

and the right hand side can be written as

i{",o^-I"p^}æ
n:l VS0-'/

where ÀnrXn,a," and Bn are independent of r:,,

À":jrQ'^(€o)

,, :t!f le - n?) G3 - t)f /' m P:Go)e',G") Pl(n,)

on:Lr{n+ 1)0"(€o)

o, :z;Kt -,Ê) (€? - rll n ffi P,Go)e',G" ) P,,' (4" )

i,*,r:rr)
n:L

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.3e)

Let us assume that we can find a constant k," such that (3.37) can be expressed as a sum-

mation of an in-frnite series of k"P](q) in the form

Ð{c,"^
n:l

Pl(rt)

Thus (3.35) can be expressed in the form
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Ë{*^, -t"x,)Pl(nl :Ë n,pi(n)

+1

if n: m,

if.nlm.

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

Multiplying (3.39) bV Pk(ù and integrating with respect to r¡ (-I < rt < *1) we get

n:7

æ

n,:7

in which

Substituting k- from (3.43) in (3.40), we get

t{t*"-,"p,\l:,'\ffi_1 Jela#ù:Ðr,f n, 
f-*,' 

e)o¡)e)oùart

n:7

æ

Using the orthogonality property of associated Legendre functions as given in (C.10) in Ap-

pendix C, the integral in the right hand side of the above equation can be evaluated, as

r*r ( Zrn(*+t)

J_, 
rloùel@)dq: 

t ,'**'

Ilom (3.a1) and (3.42) we get

k*: #hi{',*',*- I,þnMn \

c*À^ - I,x* : #ht {c,o^t'ç,* - I"þ,M**}

Tluncating the infnite series in (3.45) at n : N gives a system of I/ linear equations with

.ðy' unknowns for the constants Cn. In matrix form this system can be expressed as
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| . ]"",: /"["]"." [o]"",
(3.46)

where

Constants of integration in oblate spheroidal coordinates

In case of an oblate spheroid the magnetic fleld intensity H, and the electric field intensity

E, al the conductor surface can be obtained from (3.33) and (3.34), respectively, by using

the transformation € * f€ and c ---+ -jc, in the form

^ tanM*,ffi for n f m,
Çmn: (

lo,M**#ffi - À^ for n: m. 
e.4T)

2mrl .=
d,* :=#)',{LnM*, - r*)2m(m + t) ?-

H.l :--+î,7t,r1r+ l)e,(r€o) -t#U, -nïG3 +ÐlL/2 (3.48)''l€=€n cuo\/€?o+n n:l

ffi "u 
€o) Q1,(¡ €,) Pl Ø,)\ Pi Øl

,,lr:*: - t,i,{",a,,u€ùp:(nl - rffr| -,t?)G? + Ðlt/2 (8.4e)
n:l

## P: u €ù aL(¡ t 
") 

p) Ø,) p) þt)\

Substituting llnlc:e. urd Erlr:ro in (3.28) yields an equation of the form

Ë{*^; +I"x;}p:(rl : Ë{c, o^- no;¡ffi (3.b0)
n:7 n--l V S0 I ¡/

where À!r, XL, a!, and B', are independent of 4
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À'r:¡aQl,(¡10)

x, :ff rc - n',) (€? + t))' r' ffi p: u €0) a'*(i t 
") 

p) (n 
")

^t z (3.51)
an:zn(n + \)Q"U€o)

I

ø,,:ffrc -,Ê)(€? + r))'/,ffip^u€o)et (it,)pl(n")

Assuming that the right hand side of (3.50) can be expressed in the form

î{",*; - r"r\) ffi: å 
k^P:(n)

where ,kl is independent on 4, and employing the same technique to determine k'*in (3.52)

as in the case of ,k- yields finally

(3.52)

(3.53)

(3.54)

(3.55)

in which

M'n*: i ':t'!'l'll o,
!1 VÇgrt¡

FYom (3.50),(3.52) and (3.53) when n : nz, we get

k^ : #hi,1t ̂ *;* ;* - r 
" 
t3,M,*j

By truncating the infìnite series in (3.55) at n: N, a system of N linear equations with.¡rI

unknowns is obtained for the constants of integration C*, which can be written in matrix

form

[ 
. 

],.,
, [r:,1-' ln,'l- ''" 

L" J"*r L" l"*,

30
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where

-t -lo,**ffi9mn-\
la"ui,*ffif; - À^

rt, - 2m*r ilo;r;,*r^\*n'L 
2m(m + t) 2

nrl 
-qr-t1- H^l - z'": \7 - p)2,

,, l€:€o

f.or n f m,

for n: m. (3.57)

Determination of Cn with first order curvature correction

An improved solution to the eddy-current problem is obtained by applying the impedance

boundary condition with first order curvature correction, as described in section 1.3. Con-

sider a good conductor in the form of a prolate spheroid, as depicted in Fig. 3.1. The principal

cu¡vatures K, and K, are defined in (E. ) and (E.7) in Appendix E. Since u,n x ,tLs : rll

in which r¿ is the unit vector normal to the surface and pointed towards the center of the

curvature (see Fig. E.1 in Appendix E), from (1.12),(1.13) and (1.15) select Ku: K, and

Ku : Kç Thus, the curvature dependent boundary condition for the tangential components

E, and H, at the conductor surface can be expressed as

(3.58)

where p : iQ + i)6(Ke - Kr) and the depth of penetration ô is given by (4.16). The

constants of integration Cn are determined in the same way as in the case of the SIBC,

with Z" replaced by the corrected surface impedance Z'"in (3.28). In the case of an oblate

spheroid the principal curvatures are defined in (E.8) and (8.9) in Appendix E and the same

procedure can be employed to determine the constants of integration.
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3.3 Special Case: Perfect Conductor Model

For a perf'ectly conducting spheroid in the presence of a circular turn carrying time harmonic

current the constants of integration can be obtained by taking à zeto surface impedance in

(3.35). This yields

(3.5e)

Thus the magnetic vector potential external to a perfectly conducting prolate spheroid can

be determined in the form 11]

c, : + [(1 - r3x€3 - r)]''' ##ffie',eò P:(q")

A'('''n:*,r*u.:::,:;'r,':"È-ffi[#Ent'6")Çr(€)

l

and for an oblate spheroid in the form

A,(,1, €) :'tf[(l - ?3) (€3 + t))'''å ## l#Hrr(j t")Q"(j €)

- P;(i €.)elr¡ç ll P}(n") PÌ(q)
I

(3.60)

(3.61)

The resultant magnetic vector potential produced by a perfectly conducting sphere in the

presence of a circular turn carrying time harmonic current can be deduced from the ex-

pression derived for a perfectly conducting prolate spheroid by performing the following

transformations to spherical coordinates(r,d) [1].

c -- 0; 60, €", € -- coi 'rls + cos?sì n - cos?;

4o-ro; 4r+r"ì 4-r
(3.62)

The asymptotic expansions of associated Legendre functions given in (C.12) in Appendix C

are employed to obtained the resultant magnetic vector potential in the form
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A:
-n+T -,>

P](cos0 
") 

P)(cos0)
(3.63)

n(n + t)

where 16 is the radius of the sphere, and r. and rt are the smallest and the greatest of

r and r", respectively, in which (r",0r) deflnes a point on the filamentary current-carrying

conductor.

Magnetic vector potential produced by an inducing system with // number of
turns

For an inducing system consists of ly' coaxial filamentary inducing turns, carrying time

harmonic currents, the resultant magnetic vector potential produced in the presence of the

solid induced conductor is determined by the superposition of the magnetic vector potentials

produced by the individual turns acting separately.

(i)"(?)".')f t,rrno,å{"

.1.-t



Chapter 4

Power Losses and Forces for
Conducting Spheres and Spheroids

4.L Active Power Loss Due to Induced Currents

The losses due to the induced currents in solid conducting bodies can be computed approx-

imately if either the tangential component of the magnetic field intensity or the tangential

component of the electric freld intensity is known. Assuming the induced currents to be

distributed over the surface of the body, the active power dissipated in it can be expressed

AS

D-I- (4.1)

where -R" is the surface resistance of a good conductor (see Appendix A) and J" is the surface

density of the currents induced,

Js:ÍL"fll" (4.2)

Thus, (4.1) can be expressed in terms of the tangential

intensity H¡ on the conductor surface in the form

component of the magnetic fleld

T f,o"lr "12 
d's

i f"o"lH,lz 
d'sP_
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where the integration is performed over the surface of the conducting object.

4.L.! Losses in Conducting Spheres

Flom (a.3) the power loss in a conducting sphere can be expressed as

lHtl?:," si,n\d,0 (4.4)

for both the perfect conductor and the surface impedance models, where -R" is the surface

resistance as defined in Appendix A. For the surface impedance model the magnetic field

intensity Hs at the conductor surface is determined from (2.21) with A as given in(2.25),

lToo
Hol : fszn0"I

I T:Ttt ^-1
(I+,t"" \n(n+7) r!
\ JUPoro /

7 2n -17 r[-r
¿"'-: ;ø¡l þ el ko' É') P) ( co s o)

pporo ,l

,:rysin2o"Ðffi[f;1"ffi]'

p:nR,$ 2n+t
2 ?n(n+I)n:1 l'

n : nr'ol" 
lo"

(4.5)

Substituting Hs in (4.4) and using the orthogonality property of the associated Legendre

functions as given in (C.10) in Appendix C, the power loss in a conducting sphere in the

presence of a single inducing turn can be expressed as

(4.6)

where R: R"nf u¡16r6. For an inducing system with l/¿ number of cu¡rent carrying turns,

the resultant po\Mer loss is given by

P)(cos0")
(4.7)

The expression for the power loss when using the perfect conductor model is obtained from

(4.4), where Hs at the conductor surface is calculated from (2.2I) with.4 as given ín(2.27)

[Ë'"'n"" (i)"
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and can be expressed in the form

p:nR"$ zn+t- 2 !1 n(n+7) [Ë 
r,,-r" (i) " 

e]çcose 
"1]

r: jn. 
f"ru, 

*

p : rr2oke 
fo" {rrrä),:,osi,nod,o

(4.8)

solution for a conducting

lEr* f/[) over the con-

(4.10)

Exact analytical solution for the power loss

The expression for the power loss from the exact analytical field

sphere can be obtained by integrating the Poynting vector (,5 :

ductor surface and considering only the real part.

Hf,),-,o' ds

Equation (4.9) can be further simplified into the form

(4.e)

E, and H6 at the conductor surface are determined from (2.20) and (2.2I), respectively, with

the magnetic vector potential .4 as given in (F.13). For a system with a single inducing turn

E,"l --i?tto,,,me"iffiTffir:þosl")p)(cosl)-1'":,0 
*" 7=:y.

''1.:.":1#Ð # l: - hf e)@o so 
") 

P)(co so)

where x.:12'r+7 J"({rro)- - 1l .

L Æro J"_r\kro) I

Substituting -8, and Hs in (4.70) and considering the orthogonality properties of the asso-

ciated Legendre functions fsee (C.10) in Appendix C], the exact analyiical solution for the

pov/er loss can be expressed as
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, _nþtour?si,n20,R.Ë* (i)^ lm] - #rl lP)(coso"))2 (4.r2)
l-rt-
ln

For a conducting sphere placed in an inducing system with ,¡/¿ turns, the resultant power

loss can be calculated from

, : ",!;, 
^.{* å ú" må _ #]. [å

4.L.2 Losses in Conducting Spheroids

I 
"si.n0 "P)(cos? "r]') (4.13)

-nls

The losses due to the induced currents in the conducting spheroid can be computed ap-

proximately from (4.3), with the tangential component of the magnetic field intensity on

the conductor surface obtained by using the impedance boundary conditions as discussed in

Chapter-3,

(4.74)

where the magnetic field intensity H, at the conductor surface is determined from (3.33) for

a prolate spheroid and from (3.48) for an oblate spheroid. The constants of integration C,"

are determined as explained in Section-3.2.3 for both the SIBC and the impedance boundary

condition with first order curvature correction. It is also seen that the real part of the surface

impedance with first order curvature correction is the same as that of the standard surface

impedance(see Appendix G). The surface integral in (a.1a) is performed over the surface of

the conducting spheroid, where the a¡ea element d,s: hnhçdr¡dç , with h, and ä, being the

scale factors in either prolate or oblate spheroidal coordinates [as given in (3.2) and (3.5)].

Perfect conductor model

The expression for the power loss when using this model can be obtained from (4.14), with

.I1, determined from (3.30) and,4. from (3.60) for a prolate spheroid. For an inducing system

P :1, 
f"n"1ur1!r:r"a,

ùt



with N¿ number of turns, the resultant power loss due to induced currents is given in [1]

. $ (zn + r) P)(rr")e',G")PlØ)f' ,^k;G+T'--oft¡ ) "'

for a prolate spheroid and

, :;i#+ [,' --L-rolå,"',, - n",) (€? + r)], /z

. $ (zn + r) p;Ø")Q'^U€")pl0t)f' ,^4 n(n + t) AhU€ù ) 
*''

for an oblate spheroid.

(4.15)

(4.16)

4.2 Forces Acting on Conducting Spheres and Spheroids

The force acting on induced solid conductors can be calculated by using the Maxwell stress

tensor or by applying the principle of action and reaction, the force acting on the conducting

body being equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the force acting on the system

of inducing turns. The latter method is employed in what follows. The force acting upon a

filamentary current element due to an external magnetic field is given by

A-F: IA,IxB"'t (4.17)

where AJ is the vector length element pointed in the direction of the current 1 carried by

the filament and B"'t is the magnetic flux density at the conductor element due to all the

sources except the current-carrying filamentary element upon which the force is calculated.

Due to the axisymmetry of the system under study, the resulting force acting upon each turn

is oriented in the z-direction. By considering the fact that the field quantities are in phasor
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form, the resultant time-average force acting on the k-th turn can be expressed as [9]

F¡.- -- (4.18)

where B"of,t 1s the projection of the external magnetic flux density at the points on the k-th

twn B"ft in a radial direction away from the z-axis, which is the only component contribut-

ing to the resultant force. The resultant time-average force acting on the sphere/spheroid is

obtained by the superposition ofthe forces on individual turns. It should be noted that only

the magnetic field produced by the induced currents contribute to the resultant force, since

the resultant force acting on the system of inducing turns due only to the currents in these

turns is equal to zero. This simplifies the computations, being sufficient to consider only the

magnetic field produced by the induced currents B¿"d. Taking into account lìnat d,t : bndó,

where b¡ is the radius of the k-th inducing turn, (4.18) can be simplified as

å*. {rt l"ru, 
x vfi\at}

Fr : zrbrRe {tiB';Åo}

4.2.1, Force Acting on a Conducting Sphere

(4.1e)

Let's consider a conducting sphere in the presence of an inducing system with ,n/¿ turns. The

total magnetic flux density due to the induced currents at the points on the k-th turn in a

radial direction away from the z-axis can be determined from

B'íio : B'äout' up I B'lf,du,. uo (4.20)

Equation (4.20) can be further simplified by taking g:0, in the form

B"íio : B"{}d cos7 ¡ * B'i}d si.n7¡

B{d and B'fd can be determined from the following expressions,
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B":o

Bio

::-*þtnoAtdl
rszn? d0 L -

,1 A
' " f- ¡ind1

--- 
tl ,t1 I

r ðrL r

(4.22)

P)(cos0")K.(0¡,)

where Aànd is the magnetic vector potentÍal procluced by the incluced currents and can be

determined from (2.11), with C, as given by (2.2Q. Thus,

DiruJDrk -

ninàDok : nz"ljaporo lr?ri*" n+7
(4.23)

Substituting Blid and Bffid in (4.27), the resultant time-average force acting on the sphere

can be expressed in the form.

NÚ

-þo \-
2Ls:1

N¿

lÐ,"s:1

Wl #*'r @o s o 
") 

P^(cos o 
")

-t r)2"r3"+t - jattor2oþ+r)l t pl(cos0")P*(cosgn)

"zr j"w, );ñ " + r

F:ryån,-Ët",,'r"i 
I

I"si,nï"l
æ f ,

.ç¿r.B- \- I !"/¿ I_tn=t L

Ir
n

(r+ 1

,?æ
rlL) Z 

"r3"+r - j u ¡.t oyf;@+t

nZ"'f ja[toro n+7
(4.24)

where K"(?n): cos?¡P)(cos?¡) - (n+7)si,n0¡P.(cos0n). The expression for the force act-

ing on a perfectly conducting sphere is obtained from (4.24) by assuming a zero surface

impedance.

Exact analytical solution for the force

The magnetic vector potential due to the induced currents Aind, when using the exact bound-

ary conditions as given by (F.11) can be detelmined fi'om (2.11), wiih C" as given by (F.12).

Thus from (4.22) we get

N¿ æ *2nll r
B,:! :-y, i frrrrr" i ré"*'r, 1'+zl I Qry+ t) i"(kTo) -tN 2 - 

" "3 r! Æ l, ko j"_t(kro)
N¿

E# : + f , 
",u,, "Ð, #"r;Ø+z) lg#: ffi

tf elkosl")P.(cosL¡,)

- tf r)øos\")P)(cosL¡)
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The exact analytical solution for the resultant time-average force acting on the sphere can

be expressed in the form.

M Nr æ 
-2n-t¡

F : ryÐ r-* t,,",unr"Ð#lffiffi- 1] 
p'i(cesda)f-',(B-l 

Ø 26)

where K"(în) : cos0¡P)(cos0¡") - (n + I)si,n0¡P,(cos0¡).

4.2.2 Force Acting on Conducting Spheroids

The force acting on the conducting prolate/oblate spheroid can be determined from (4.19)

where

B'# : B#ur.up:_ Bi'!uq.uo @.27)

The directions of the unit vectoLs, un,It,u* and up àte as indicated in Fig.3.1 in prolate

spheroidal coordinates and in Fig.3.2 in oblate spheroidaì cooldinates. The unit vectors un

and u6 in @.27) are given by

ür7 :;;i

"': i# Ø28)

and the position vectol r : r'ttr*Auyl zu", in which t,A,z are expressed as in (3.1) and

the scale factors h,t,hç are as given in (3.2). Taking u, at ç:0 (i,e up: u") we have

th-up:affffi
14 up: 

",ìr;'*!å, 

(4'2e)

\q -rl/'

Bff and Bi( at the points on the k-th inducing turn can be determined from (3.30) and

(3.31) with ,4 : Ainà , which is the magnetic vector potential due to induced currents as
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given in (3.19). The constants of integlation Cn are determined as described in Section-3.2.3.

For a conducting prolate spheroid in the presence of an inducing system with N¿ turns, using

the properties of the associated Legendre functions in (C.7) of Appendix C, we obtain

+ t)Q"GùP)(n,")

r)P"(nùQi(€k)

(4.30)

+

Fì'om (4.27), (4.29) and (4.30), the resultant flLrx density B# at k-th turn is derived in the

form

1NtæB"#:--I¿I c,n(n+ r)lriu(el -r)'/'e,(€r)p,l(qr)+ ,. ñr\c\/ {Ã - ?À 
= 

n:r (4.31)

€¡ ( 1 - nî)' t' P^(n*)al (€k)]

The resultant force acting on the spheroid is obtained from (4.19) by taking into consid-

eration the relationships given in (C.9) in Appendix C and by adding the forces acting on

individual tuLns,

1N¿æB"#:--#f r"Ð c^n(n
LV SÆ - f/À s:l n:l

1N¿æB'Eid:--:I¿Ð c,n(n
LV S¡ - ,/È s:l n:1

where K.(nr,€u) = * þrQt _rGòp),(qn) - t¡Qt G¡)p),_,(rio)]

In the case of a conducting oblate spheroid placed in an inducing system with .nrl¿ turns,

the resultant force acting on the spheroid is derived from (4.32) with the transformation

(€ - j€,c --. -jc) in the form

Ni

F:2n ne f r¡
k:1

N¿

F:2r ne !16
ß:1

l0 -rt?)(E; - 1)l'/'
GZ - ni)

[(r-tí)(€í+1)]1/2
G?r+ rf,")

N¿

It"C^n1n* 1)K,(4¡,{¡)
s:1

N¿

I r 
"C.nçn 

-f r) Kt.(r¡ ¡, {^)

(4.32)

where K!^(n r,€* ) = * li n *Qr"_ru €n) 
p](ri* ) + €rQr"u tò p)_, (ry* )]
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Perfectly conducting spheroid

The force acting on a perfectly conducting spheroid can be determined from (4.19) wiXh Bffid

and B!ftd obtained fLom (3.30) and (3.31), respectively, where the magnetic vector potential

Aü is as given in (3.19). Theconstants C, are given in (3.59). The resultant time-average

force acting on a prolate spheroid is given by 11]

r:ffnea,Ër-l ,C@#

å fiS P)(n )Q'*G") L-(n n, €n)

N

F:nlo Ruor \- 1,.2 ¿-¿ '"
È:1

t(t -r?)(€í +1)lr/2
G:k+ rÌî)

I ¿trt - n')G? - r)1112
s:l

I ¿tlt - ?3x€3 + 1)lrl2
s:1

(4.34)

14.35)

where L.(n¡,€r) = ffi [€.p,1-,(ri*)Q],(€o) -nt"P],(qk)Çå_l(€À)] The expression for a

perfectly conducting oblate spheloid is obtained from (4.34) by performing tlie transforma-

tion { --- jt,c --- -jc,

where L'n(n*,1*1 = ffi li€*e¡_r(nùQr"U€ò - nnp)(nn)Qi"_,0{*)] .
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Chapter 5

Numerical Results and Conclusions

Numerical results have been computed for the power losses and the forces acting on conduct-

ing spheres and spheroids. In the case of a conducting sphere, the computed results generated

by using both the PEC model and the SIBC are compared with the results obtained from

the exact analy'Lical solution. For conducting spheroids, the numerical results obtained with

the PEC model and the SIBC are compa.red with experimental results presented in [1] and

also with the the results obtained by using the impedance boundary condition with first

order curvature correction. As an example, we consider an inducing system consisting of

three equally spaced coaxial current-carrying turns in the presence of a conducting prolate

spheroid as depicted in Fig. 5.1.

It is important to notice that the expressions derived for the power loss and the force

acting on a conducting spheroid a¡e functions of 2,¡/¿ f 1 (where -ð/¿ is the number of inducing

turns) dimensionless geometric parameters, namely, €o,nr,(" , s : 1.,2...N¡, of the semi-focal

length c and of the currents 1",s : 7,2...N¿. By taking into account the relations (3.3) in the

case of a prolate spheroid and (3.6) in the case of an oblate spheroid, one can determined the

parameters €0,T",€" from the dimensionless parameters bsf a6,b6ffu,tanþ,drlh, and from

the semi-major/semi-minor axis (see Fig.5.1). The ratio bsf as is such that bsf as < 1 for

prolate spheroids andb¡f as > l for oblate spheroids. The dimensions of the system shown

in Fig. 5.1 and the dimensionless parameters a¡e chosen such that, a compa.rison between

the results obtained from the analybical solution and the experimental results presented

in [1] is made possible. Numerical results are computed for inducing systems having a single
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Figure 5.1: Conducting prolate spheroid in the presence of an inducing system with three
coaxial current-carrying turns.

current-carrying turn and three current-carrying turns, which are displaced by a distance

d: ulL.

In the case of a conducting sphere, the analybical solution for the por¡/er loss and for

the force a¡e functions of the geometric parameters r¡,?.e ârtd 0", s:1,2...Nt, and of the

currents 1". The coordinates of the inducing turns (r" and d") are determined from the

dimensionless parameters rof bl,tanB and ùlbu and from the radius r0 of the sphere. In

practical systems (e.g. electro-magnetic levitation systems) the inducing turns are connected

in series, thus carrying the same current .16. In the case of electromagnetic levitation systems,
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stabilization turns are introduced in order to maintain the static stability [1], in which the

direction of the currents is opposite to that of the currents in the main turns. Numerical re-

sults for the power losses normalizedto R"Il and the forces normalized to ¡.tslfi are calculated

for various ratios of bsf as and fuffu, and are plotted versus dtlbt.The same configuration

of the inducing system as depicted in Fig. 5.1 is used with the induced conducting oblate

spheroids and conducting spheres. The conductivity of the material (aluminum) is taken to

be o : 3.77 x rc7 S lrn and its permittivity and the permeability are assumed to be those of

free space.

Numerical values for associated Legendre functions P)(z) and QLØ when lzl ( 1 are

calculated by using the recu¡rence formula as given in (C.13) in Appendix C. Numerical

values for QL"(r) when r ) 1 are calculated by using the algorithm in [16], while Ql(z) when

lrl > t (in case of an oblate spheroid) are calculated from the subroutine in 117]. lrlumerical

values for the modified Bessel functions of the first kind In*t àre calculated from the sub-

routine available in MATLAB.

5.1 Numerical Results for the Power Losses and for
the Forces Acting on Conducting Spheres

The power losses and the forces acting on conducting spheres are evaluated numerically from

the expressions derived in Chapter-4, by using

o the PEC model

o the SIBC model;

o the exact analytical solution.

Numerical results have been generated for inducing systems with a single current-carrying

turn and also for systems with three current-carrying turns.
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Table 5.1: Percentage truncation error of He at the conductor surface for conducting spheres
in the presence of a single inducing turn, with rsf U:7 and fif fu:1.

ToLlHol,=,o

0o N

6lrs : 1¡5

PEC SIBC Exact

õ lrs : 1¡29

PEC SIBC Exact

30

5

10

15

20

-210.31 -77.34 L79

-126.53 -34.29 -49.37

15.59 27.94 5.89

0.16 0.03 0.06

-210.31 -133.92 -133.02

-126.53 -89.01 -88.28

15.59 93.29 9.35

0.16 0.09 0.09

90

5

10

i5

20

46.80 19.08 2r.37

-i1.60 -3.61 -5.01

-0.03 0.03 -0.01

0.06 0.01 0.02

46.80 36.75 36.70

-11.60 -8.29 -8.23

-0.03 -0.04 -0.01

0.00 0.03 0.03

150

5

10

15

20

-13.37 -7.42 -8.86

-3.46 -1.54 -2.r7

0.15 0.38 0.09

0.13 0.03 0.08

-13.37 -1i.06 -11.00

-3.46 -2.65 -2.63

0.15 0.87 0.09

0.13 0.08 0.08

Table 5.1 shows the effect of the number ly' of terms retained on the convergence of the

infrnite series in the expressions obtained for the tangential component of the magnetic field

H6 at the conductor surface at, 0 :30o, 90o and 150' in the presence of a single inducing turn.

The percentage error in the magnitude of I1p when retaining a frnite number of terms in the

infinite series, is calculated with reference to the magnitude of ,IIp calculated by retaining 25

terms. The computed results are presented for spheres having the ratio of the skin depth ô to

the radius rs, 6 f rs : 715 and I120. The results obtained under the three different boundary

conditions show that su-fficiently accurate results (error less than 7To) can be obtained by

considering only the first 20 terms.
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Figure 5.2: Normalized power losses in conducting spheres in the presence of a single inducing
turn as a function of. fufby, for different ratios of. õfrs, with ro/br:6.5.
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Figure 5.3: Normalized power losses in conducting spheres in the presence of three inducing
turns as a function of. dqf fu, for different ratios 6 f rs, with rsf h:9.5, d : hl4, and tanp : 0.
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Figure 5.4: Normalized forces acting on conducting spheres in the presence of a single in-
ducing turn as a function of. d,7ffu, for different ratios of õfrs, with r6/bt:6.5.
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Figure 5.5: Normalized forces acting on conducting spheres in the presence of three inducing
turns as a function of. fif fu, for different ratios õf 16,withr6f br:9.5, d,: hl4, and tanB : g.
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Table 5.2: Maximum percentage error of the power loss and the force acting on spheres for
different ratios of 6 f rs, where rsf h : 9.5.

Maximum Percentage Error

Single inducing turn
I

Power loss I Force

Three inducing turns
I

Power loss I Force

õ lro PEC SIBC PEC SIBC PEC SIBC PEC SIBC

rl35

rl30

1125

rl20

1115

11rc

115

r13

3.79

4.45

5.38

6.81

9.27

74.57

33.42

69.4r

0.07

0.10

0.74

0.22

0.39

0.99

4.04

13.I2

3.76

5.47

7.25

9.23

12.69

20.31

50.49

r22.80

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.04

0.13

r.02

5.21

3.76

4.42

5.34

6.76

9.20

74.40

33.14

68.74

0.07

0.09

0.i3

0.22

0.38

0.89

3.98

12.94

5.06

5.95

7.22

9.19

72.65

20.23

50.25

t22.70

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.04

0.13

1.00

5.19

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the computed results for the porÀ/er loss normalized to R"Ifr

versus the ratio ùlb''., for different ratios the skin depth to the radius of the sphere õ6f rs, for

inducing systems having single and three current-ca.rrying turn/s, respectively. Figures 5.4

and 5.5 show the computed results for the force normalized to ¡161fr versus the ratio fif fu f.or

different ratios 6sfrs, for inducing systems having single and three current-carrying turn/s,

respectively. Numerical results obtained for the power losses and the forces by using both

the PEC model and the SIBC, are compared with the results obtained by solving the exact

analytical solution. The maximum percentage errors in the results obtained for the range

fuf \ e (0.5,2) with both the PÐC model and the SIBC are determined by comparing them

with the numerical results obtained from the exact analltical solution, and are tabulated

in Table. 5.2. These results show that the maximum percentage error with the SIBC is

less than 7Vo lor skin depths of less than one tenth of the radius of the sphere, whereas the

maximum percentage error for skin depths about one fifth of the radius is still less than 5%.

It should be rema¡ked that the normalized power loss and the normalized force obtained
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from both the SIBC and the exact analy'tical solution are depend only on the ratio 6frs,

being the same for the same ratios, rsf U and fif fu for a given configuration of the inducing

system. The normalized power loss and the normalized force obtained by using the PEC

model are independent of the frequency of the inducing field and the sphere material, being

the same for systems which are geometrically similar.

5.2 Numerical Results for the Power Losses and for
the Forces Acting on Conducting Spheroids

The numerical results for the power losses and the forces acting on conducting spheroids are

obtained for different impedance boundary conditions, as discussed in Chapter 4, by using

o the PEC model;

o the SIBC model;

o the impedance boundarv condition with first order curvature correction.

Figure 5.6: Radius of principal curvature at r¡ : -1 for a prolate spheroid.

Table 5.3 shows the percentage error due to the truncation of the infinite series in the ex-

pressions derived for the tangential magnetic field intensity H,t at the conductor surface by

using the approximate boundary conditions mentioned above. The parameters of the con-

ducting spheroids are chosen such that bsf a6:0.6, byfh: 0.75, ù/h: I.25, as:2bmm
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for the prolate spheroid and bsf as : 7.25, bsfh : I, ùf bL : 0.8, do : 72mm for the

oblate spheroid. For the prolate spheroid the smallest radius of curvature (i.e. rs in Fig.5.6)

calculated from either (E.4) or (E.7), at T: *I is approximately ten times the skin depth,

namely ?"0 : 9mm and ô : 0.916mm at 8kHz. For the oblate spheroid the smallest radius

of curvature at r¡: 0 is calculated from (8.9), namely, ?"0 : 9mm is also approximately ten

times the skin depth at 8kHz.

Table 5.3: Percentage truncation error of H, at the conducting spheroid surfaces in the
presence of a single inducing turn with, bsf as:0.6, byf U:0.75, d4ffu:1.25, as: 25mm
for the prolate spheroid and bsf as : \.25, bsf U : 7, ùf h: 0.8, ao : 12mm for the oblate
spheroid.

%alH,tl€:4"

ï1 N

Prolate spheroid

PEC SIBC CIBC1

Oblate spheroid

PEC SIBC CIBC1

-0.95

10

15

20

25

22.564 15.618 15.648

-5.654 -3.535 -3.557

0.013 0.026 0.027

-0.036 -0.025 -0.025

47.900 29.245 29.495

8.053 4.497 4.568

2.571 1.185 1.203

-1.084 -0.440 -0.442

0

10

15

20

-3.096 -2.465 -2.459

-0.033 -0.008 -0.032

0.006 0.001 -0.021

-8.521 -5.361 -5.385

1.005 0.538 0.542

-0.289 -0.136 -0.137

+0.95

10

15

20

0.965 0.732 0.735

-0.027 -0.035 -0.035

-0.003 -0.002 -0.001

3.245 2.776 2.168

-2.324 -1.315 -7.317

0.744 0.068 0.069

The numerical results tabulated in Table. 5.3 show that sufficiently accurate results(less

lhan I7o error) can be obtained by only considering the first 20 terms in the infinite series

in (3.33) in case of a prolate spheroid and only considering the first 25 terms in (3.48) for

an oblate spheroid. Numerical values for the constants of integration C, are determined

as explained in Section 3.2.3, where integrals (3.a4) and (3.54) are evaluated numerically

by using the adaptive Gauss-Lobatto quadrature (available in MATLAB) with the absolute

error tolerance specified at 10-6.

lCorrected impedance boundary condition
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Figure 5.7: Normalized power losses in conducting spheroids as a function of d4ffu f.or
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Figure 5.7 shows the power loss normalized to R"Il in conducting spheroids as a function

of the ratio fuffu, obtained by using both the PEC and the SIBC, plotted along with the

experimental results presented in [1]. Figure 5.8 shows the force normalized to ¡.r,sll as a

function of ùlû for both the PEC and the SIBC, together with the experimental results

presented in [1]. In Fig. 5.9, numerical results obtained for the normalized force acting on

a conducting prolate spheroid with byfao: 0.6 in the presence of th¡ee current-carrying

turns at two different frequencies, 4kHz(at which õ : I.296mm) and 2kHz(6 : 1.833mm)

are plotted together with experimental results presented in [1].

2.2

2

1.8

1.6

t.4

+ *
S\.' {*-'' -

,i/+
,"1n

.\.,
\.

--- PEC

- 
SIBC @k}tz)

- - SIBC (zkHz)
* Experimental (a kHz) [1]
+ Exnerimental(2WIz)- ll

^1.ê¡e

1.2
drÆ,

Figure 5.9: Normalized forces acting on conducting spheroids at two different frequencies as
a function of. fif fu , with d, : ù14, tanB:0.4, b6f br:9.75, bslas:0.6 and b6 : 20mm.

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the numerical results obtained for the normalized power loss

and the normalized force for conducting spheroids having different axial ratios in the presence

of a single inducing turn. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the normalized power loss and the

normalized force acting on conducting spheroids having different axial ratios in the presence

of three circula¡ current-carrying turns.

II

- 0.8
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0.2

1.81.6t.40.6
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Figure 5.10: Normalized po\Mer losses in conducting spheroids
inducing turn as a function of. fif \, for different ratios bolao,
7lI5 for prolate spheroids and 6 fas : 1ll5 for oblate spheroids.
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Figure 5.11: Normalized force acting on conducting spheroids in the presence of a single
inducingturnas afunction of fif fu, fordifferentratios bolao,withbsfbF0.S and õlb6:1115
for prolate spheroids and õf as: I|IS for oblate spheroids.
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Figure 5.13: Normalized force acting on conducting spheroids in the presence of three in-
ducing turns as a function of fuf fu, for different ratios bolao, withbsf br:0.5, d: hl4, þ :
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It has also been noticed that in the case of a conducting sphere, the surface impedance

with first order curvature correction is the same as the standard surface impedance derived

on the basis of the exact solution for a semi-space of good conductor. Thus, the computed

results for the normalized por.ver losses and for the normalized forces on conducting spheres,

by using both the SIBC and the CIBC have the same accuracy with respect to the results

obtained from the exact analybical solution. Fbom the results obtained in Section 5.1 for a

conducting sphere, it is seen that the maximum percentage error in the SIBC(which is same

as that of the CIBC) with respect to the exact analytical solution is below 5% lor skin depths

less than one fifth of the radius. Based on this observation, it is reasonable to assume that

the percentage error in the CIBC with respect to the exact analytical solution, in the case

of a conducting spheroid having the smallest radius of normal curvature at least five times

the skin depth is much less than 5%, when compared to that of a conducting sphere with

the radius five times the skin depth.

In the absence of exact analytical results for conducting spheroids rve can use as reference

the results obtained from the curvature corrected impedance boundary condition(CIBC) in

order to compare the performance of both the SiBC and the PEC model. It should be

stressed that this argument is more applicable for the spheroids having the smallest radius

of normal curvature at least flve times the skin depth. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show the maximum

percentage error in the computed results for the normalized power losses obtained by using

both the PEC model and the SIBC with respect to the CIBC, for conducting spheroids having

different axial ratios(boloo:0.4,0.8,1.25 and 2.5), in the presence of a single inducing turn

in the range fif \ € (0.5,2). The dimensions of the spheroids are chosen such that the semi-

minor axis (i.e. b¡ in case of a prolate spheroid and a6 for an oblate spheroid) is an integer

multiple of the skin depth ô. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 present the maximum percentage error in

normalized forces obtained from PEC model and the SiBC with respect to the CIBC, for

spheroids having different axial ratios in the presence of a single inducing turn in the range

drlb, e (0.5,2).
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Table 5.4: Maximum percentage error for the powff loss in conducting prolate spheroids
obtained from the PEC model and the SIBC with respect to the CIBC in the presence of a
single inducing turn for various ratios 6lbs and ùfù e (0.5,2).

Maximum Percentage Error in Power Loss

6lbo

bsf as : Q.4

PEC I srec 6lbo

bslas : 9.3

PEC I siec

Table 5.5: Maximum percentage error for the power loss in conducting oblate spheroids
obtained from the PEC model and the SIBC with respect to the CIBC in the presence of a
single inducing turn for various ratios 6lbs and dtlfu e (0.5,2).

Maximum Percentage Error in Power Loss

6loo

b¡f as: t.25

PEC I srnc õ loo

b¡f as : ).5

PEC I smc

1110

7175

r/20

1125

tl30

1/35

12.1.82

7.995

5.949

4.736

3.934

3.364

0.073

0.034

0.020

0.013

0.009

0.007

1/10

1115

tl20

rl25

1/30

rl35

11.340

7.360

5.44r

4.315

3.574

3.050

0.569

0.270

0.757

0.103

0.072

0.054

lln
1115

1120

rl25

rl30

rl35

9.338

6.288

4.390

3.802

3.175

2.725

0.369

0.170

0.097

0.063

0.043

0.032

1.110

rl15

1.120

1125

1130

1135

r1.942

7.893

5.893

4.707

3.910

3.347

0.140

0.064

0.036

0.023

0.016

0.012
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Table 5.6: Maximum percentage error for the force acting on conducting prolate spheroids
obtained from the PEC model and the SIBC with respect to CIBC in the presence of a single
inducing turn for various ratios 6lbs and drlfu e (0.5,2).

Maximum Percentage Error in Force

6lbo

bsla6:0.4

PEC I smc 6lbo

b6f as: Q.$

PEC I srec

Table 5.7: Maximum percentage error for the force acting on conducting oblate spheroids
obtained from the PEC model and the SIBC with respect to CIBC in the presence of a single
inducing turn for various ratios 6fbs and ùlh e (0.5,2).

7170

7/75

rl20

1125

1130

r/35

rl40

20.772

13.161

9.641

7.606

6.280

5.348

4.656

0.883

0.380

0.210

0.133

0.092

0.067

0.051

rlrc
rlß
1120

r/25

1130

1135

7140

19.777

12.473

9.106

7.770

5.911

5.029

4.376

0.270

0.118

0.066

0.042

0.029

0.021

0.016

Maximum Percentage Error in Force

6 loo

bslas:1.25

PEC I smc 6 loo

b¡f as: ).5

PEC I srec

7170

1/ß

7120

1125

1130

rl35

15.819

10.057

7.369

5.813

4.800

4.087

0.191

0.086

0.048

0.031

0.022

0.016

rln
1115

1120

rl25

tl30

1135

8.918

5.775

4.200

3.318

2.742

2.336

0.402

0.i84

0.105

0.068

0.047

0.035
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Numerical results presented in above tables show that the results obtained by using the

SIBC are in good agreement with the results obtained from the CIBC, with the maximum

percentage difference between them in the range ful\ e (0.5, 2) and 6lbs < 7170 for prolate

spheroids and 6f a6 < 7lI0 for oblate spheroids is less than 7To. it is also remarked that

the numerical results obtained for the normalized power loss and the normalized force for

conducting spheroids depend only on the ratio 6lbç(for prolate spheroids) or õfa6(for oblate

spheroids), being the same for the same ratios, bolao,bof h,ùf U and for a given confìgura-

tion of the inducing system.

5.3 Conclusions

In this thesis, the performance of various impedance boundary conditions for axisymmetric

eddy-current problems is investigated. The perfect electric conductor boundary condition,

the standard impedance boundary condition and the impedance boundary condition with

first order curvature correction are used to solve analytically the Laplace equation f'or the

magnetic vector potential in both spherical and spheroidal coordinates. The numerical results

obtained for the normalized pov¡er losses and the normalized forces by using the SIBC are

in good agreement with the experimental results presented in [1] (see Fig. 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9).

The numerical results generated for conducting spheres using the above mentioned boundary

conditions are compared with numerical results obtained from the exact analytical solution.

The results in Table 5.2 show that the maximum percentage error in the SIBC is less than I%o

for skin depths less than one tenth of the radius of the sphere, whereas numerical results with

error below 5% can be achieved for skin depths about one fifbh of the radius. In the case of

conducting spheroids it is observed that the error in the results obtained for the normalized

power losses and the normalized forces by using the SIBC with respect to the CIBC is below

TVofor skin depths less than Il70 of the semi-minor axis (see Tables 5.4,5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 ).

On the other hand, one can apply the simpler PEC model at higher frequencies where the

skin depth is significantly smaller than the dimensions of the conducting object. In the case
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of a conducting sphere, from the results tabulated in Table 5.2, it can be concluded that suf-

ficiently accurate results (error less than 5%) can be obtained for skin depths less than 1/35,

of the radius of the sphere. Similar observation can be made from Tables 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and

5.7 for conducting spheroids, where the maximum percentage error in the results obtained

by using PEC model with respect to CIBC is less than 570 for normalized power losses for

both prolate and oblate spheroids, when skin depth is less than 1/35 of the semi-minor axis.

Flom the computed results obtained for the normalized force acting on conducting spheroids

it is observed that in order to obtain an error below \Vo, the semi-minor axis should be at

least 35 times for oblate spheroids and 40 times for prolate spheroids than the skin depth .

5.4 F\rture Work

In this thesis the performance of the standard impedance boundary condition, the curva-

ture corrected impedance boundary condition and the perfect electric conductor model for

axisymmetric eddy-current problems has been studied. This work can be extended to study

the performance of higher order impedance boundary conditions for the analysis of the qua-

sistationary magnetic fìelds. Moreover the derivation of the exact analybical solution for a

conducting spheroid will be highly useful when determining the accuracy of various approxi-

mate boundary conditions, since spheroids can be used to approximate different geometrical

shapes those appear in many engineering applications.
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Appendix A

Surface Impedance and Skin Depth of
a Linear, Isotropic, Flomogeneous,
Lossy Conducting Semi-Space

Let us consider a time-harmonic uniform plane wave at normal incidence upon a lossy con-

ducting medium of conductivity o, as shown in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Uniform plane wave travelling normal to a lossy conducting medium.

Inside the conducting material, the field quantities .t, ff satisfy the Maxwell equations
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Flom (A..1) amd (4.2)

Vxf/:(otjae)E

VxE:-jup,H

V'.8:0

V.,ET : O

v2E - 12tr' :0

v2H -f H:0

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A 6)

(A.7)

(A.B)

(A.e)

(A.i0)

The propagation constant 7: fjup,(o+ jue))t/2 : d+ jP, where a and B arethe attenuation

constant and the phase constant, respectively,

-'] 
)"'

*,] 
)"'

":"_*{il
o --"r*{;l T/"\,

V(;,) +1

In rectangular coordinates (4.5) and (4.6) can be reduced to scalar wave equations

V2Er-^/2Er:0

v2Ho-'y2Ho:o

with E" and H, depending only on z, the solutions f.or E, and Ho giving waves propagating

(*)'
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in the positive z-direction can be expressed as

By substituting (A..11) and (4.12) in (4.2), fI6

surface impedance Z" is defined in terms of the

lhat Z": EtonlHør, at the conductor surface,

(A.11)

(A.12)

can be expressed as ¡/0 : lÛoljup. The

tangential components of E and.El such

E"(z) : Ese-"Yz

HoQ): H6e-'tz

17_
2s- (A.13)

The skin depth (ô) is deflned as the distance from the surface at which the waves propagating

in the lossy medium reduce in magnitude to e-l = 0.368 from the value at the su¡face. In

the case of a good conductor the term (olae)2 ) 1, thus

a:þ: (A.14)

Similarly from (4.13) for a good conductor Z" can be approximated by

jart

-:

(A.15)

t.
where R" : í u t 12ø is called the surface resistance. The skin depth ô for a good conductor

can be approximated by

z,:\f#(1+i) :Ë"(1+i)

7 f2
^rt"- Y "w

jart
o*jue

upo
2

ô-
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Appendix B

Derivation of the Vector Potential
Equations

Let's consider the vector relation

V x V x A: V(V. n¡ -V2n

Suppose á satisfies the Coulomb gâuge V . A :0. Thus

v2A: -v x v x,4 (8.2)

Lel u1,u2 àtrd u3 be a system of orthogonal cu¡vilinear coordinates with the scale factors

h1,h2 and, h3, respectively. In this coordinate system A: Atutl A2u2* A3us and the

curl(,4) is given by

(8.1)

Vx,4:#^
htut hzuz hsus

ôlôu1 ô10u2 ôlôus

htAt hzAz hsAs

(8.3)

where u¿, i: !,2,3 are the unit vectors along the coordinate lines u¿ and directed toward

increasing u¿.

Equation (8.3) can be expanded as
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YxA:#,lw-w]",
, 1 la(h2Aù ð(tuAò1
- hrho | ôu, - ôrt )

ffr,ot.##('*'fio)

I ôØÁt) ôØsAs)1
l____;___;_tu2I ous out i (e.n)

1
I-
' hrh,

'lr3

In prolate spheroidal coordinates (n,€,ç) fsee (3.2)], assuming that A has only a rp-component,

which is independent of g, (8.4) can be simplified into the form

V x .4 : ;@:W&fo' - L)'/'Al un - c((: n )tÞf;frr - n')'/'Af ue (8.5)

Similarly, taking the curl in (8.5) yields

v x V x á: r;_ñ{e-n\'/,#lG-n )'/,Al+(€, -t)',,#[(ç, - t)'/,A]]u,c-\<"_Tt-)\ urt__ _ u<"_ 
(8.6)

The vector Laplacian Y2A:0, is obtained from (8.2) with (8.6) in the form

d_ñ{,t - r')','#le -,t')'/'Al + (€' - r)','#[(g' - r)'/'A] ] 
: o (B.z)

The corresponding expression in spherical coordinates (r,0) can be obtained from (8.7) by

performing the transformation

c-0, €-oo, n-cos), 4-r
Thus in spherical coordinates ,4, satisfies the equation

, ffi e a . !* l# !* r,o,t otf : o (8.8)

t.ê.,

tltl

rsi,nz0 -0 (B e)



Appendix C

Legendre F\rnctions

Solution of Legendre's Equation

The Legendre equation is

irlu - Ê,#l*n(n* 1)o,,: s

and its general solution can be written in the form[8]

(c.1)

Øn: APn(ù + BQ"1t) (c.2)

where P"(p) and Q"Ql) are called Legendre functions of the first kind and the second kind,

respectively, and ,4 and B are constants of intagration.

The associated Legendre equation is

#rlu - Ê,ffi1*l'r'+ 1) - &)o: o (c 3)

and its general solution is[8].

a:A'Pi(ù+B'QT1L) (c.4)

where pij") and QiQt) are called associated Legendre functions of the first and the second



kind, respectively, and A' and B' are constants. When -l < ¡.t < +1, Pi}") and QiQl) are

defined by[8]

Pi0'):

aT1") :
-r'¡+^ffi
-r'¡t^ffi

(1

(1

(c 5)

(c.6)

(c.7)

(c.8)

(c.e)

For -1 I ¡-t. < *1, HobsonlS] has introduced the factor (-1)- to the right hand side of

the above equations. For an unrestricted domain of the argument, the associated Legendre

functions are defined by[t5]

PiQ): (1 - ,'¡;^t&(ò-
dz^

QTQ): (1 - ,'¡à*t9:lÐ-
dzm

Some llseful Properties of Legendre Functionsf1]

f,fft -,t')'/'P;(,t)l

#fo' - r)'/'P;(€)l

# fo' - r)'/'Q'^G)l

(7 - rf)e"!q¡ :

G2 _ I)Q"G):

ale)ry-P:c)daf: :#+

: n(n + I)P"(rì)

: n(n + 1)P"(€)

: n(n + 1)8"(€)

-llrr:frl - P}-,it))

-lÉe'"ø- aå-,(€)l
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Orthogonality property[8]

Recurrence Relations

For real or complex arguments[14]

î+7 2 (n * rn)! 
"

J_, 
P{(x)P{"(r¡ax :ffiffid"¿ f or r e [-r, +r]

n :0r7,2,3, ......

rn :0,+7,+2, ......,tn

(o irIln,
ò¿: I

[r iu:n.

(c.10)

P,l(-) --+ oo, Ql(*t) -- oo
(c. i 1)

P"(-I) + 6, whennf integer

Asymptotic Expansions of Associated Legendre Functions with Large

Arguments 11]

Ðm( -\ 
- 

(2n)l -"r n \þ) pl-* 2"nt(n - rn)|.'

nm( -\ 
-. 

(n)l(n * m)12' (C'12)

ç¿;\z) t,E: - en + I)tz"+r

(, - *+ I)P{*r(z¡ : (2n+ t)zP[(z) - (r+m)P[-r(z) (C.13)
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Appendix D

Modified Bessel F\rnctions

Solution of the Modified Bessel Equation

Let us consider the differential equation

# .!"# - (,.#)B: o

¡-@) =l î,1*+È(u)

¡,,çe =1f #,K,*â(,)

(D.1)

which known as the modified Bessel equation and whose solution can be expressed in terms

of modified Bessel functions of the first kind /"(u) and the second kind K"(u) [8].

R-(u):aln(u)+þK"(u) (D.2)

where a and p are constants. The spherical Bessel functions j,(u) and kn(u) are defined in

terms of the modified Bessel functions Ir*¿ and Kn+tr,

(D.3)
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Series Expansions for Modified Bessel F\rnctions With Small Ar-
guments [8]

r,+È(u)r=lT#q 
rD4)

K-,,(u\- FQn-1)!!..n+ä\_)"j 
V 2" ""

A lJseful Property of Modified Bessel F\rnctionsf8]

I',(*): I^-,,(r) *ir"ø> (D.5)
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Appendix E

Principal Curvatures for Prolate and
Oblate Spheroids

Let's consider a spheroid as shown in the Fig.E.1

Tç
5

-p--\
ùp

âtr

0 X

z

Figure E.1: Principal curvature directions for a spheroid.

Let's assume the r-axis to be the reference axis. The spheroid is generated by the revolution

of the ellipse in the r - z plane about the z-axis. The principal curvatures at a point on

the surface are defined as the maximum and the minimum normal curvatures at the point

considered and are denoted by Ku and Ku, Ku:If R" and Kr: If R., where A, and
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R, are the radii of the principal curvatures. The lines of curvature at a point on a surface

are defined as the lines along which the normal curvatures of the surface attain extremal

valuesf12]. Thelinesofcurvatureof asurfaceofrevolutionareit'smeridiansandparallels[12].

For the spheroid shown in Fig. E.1 the lines of curvature are the ellipses in plane deter-

mined by the z-axis and the circles with constants {6 and q (hence constant z). Flom (3.1),

the equation of such a circle for a prolate spheroid is

12+a2:c2(!-rf)(€|-r) (8.1)

The radius of curvatu¡e of the circle in (8.1) at I :0 (i.e. a: 0) is

(E.2)

Hence the principal curvature K, can be expressed as

1Kç: -aP'a€

ftom (4.27) we get

(E.3)

(8.4)

Substituting p from (E.2) and ap. a€

K,^ -Y
€o

"J@-T@=ñ

The equation of the meridian of a prolate spheroid(i.e. the ellipse in the r - z plane) is

determined from (3.i) with cp : 0, for example, in the form

-2 -2&tô t^L

Gl-€oz -"

For a plane curve given by the equation x: r(z), the curvatu¡e is expressed as[13]

(t-t')(€o'-t)

-Drù

(8.5)



T,,Kt:
(7 + çr'¡z¡stz

(8.6)

where r' and r" àre the fìrst and second derivative of r with respect to z, respectively. füom

(E.5) and (E.6) the principal curvature Ç is derived in the form

n - €o (€3 - 7)'/'
"' c(€8-n2)3/2

For an oblate spheroid, the two principal curvatures a¡e obtained in the form

(8.7)

(E.8)

(E.e)

K^:
c1/@Tt)@Tffi

r. €o (€o, +t)t/z
^n: 

" lqzo¡rz¡uz

Note

In the case of a sphere, all the curves at any point on the sphere can be taken as principal

curvature curves since the principal directions are undetermined [12].
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Appendix F

Exact Analytical Solution for a
Conductitrg Sphere in the Presence of
a Current-Carrying Circular T\rrn

Magnetic Vector Potential External to the Sphere

For the inducing system shown in Fig. 2.I,lhe resultant magnetic vector potential external

to the conducting spheroid is obtained by the method of separation of variables as given in

(2.16), such that

A ext : î r,r- **r) p)(co s0) + ff ,t re""" i #r(Ë ) 

" p)(co s0,) p)(co s0)
n:, n:I \ ' / \'? 

(F.1)

Magnetic Vector Potential Inside the Sphere

The magnetic vector potential internal to the conducting sphere has only a component in

the direction of the inducing current and satisfies the equations

Y'Aon - k2 Aon:g

v ' Aon:g

where ¡iz : ju¡t"o. Equation (F.2) can be expressed as

for 01r1rs (F.2)

(F.3)
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r2si.n0 - I* Aon: g (F.4)

Let us assume that the solution of (F.a) can be expressed as A¿n : L(r)M(0)r-ttz [8]. Sub-

stituting in (F.4), denoting r: cos?, and dividingby r-r/2LM yields

ffi?on).##(,,"tfto,^) -

t ld" * ldL - +1 - k2r2 . ##lu - *,#l -L ldr2 r dr 4:,

lu - 
*r#) - * : -n(n* 1), we have

A¿n

1._
. *: O (F.5)
I_L

with
Id
Md"

lr'-nffl . þ,"+1) -;"] M:o

where À,, and tþn are constants. Flom (F.5), .L satisfies the equation

d2L 1 dL [. (" + rl2)2]r__dþt*øaçw¡ - Lt* -6')L:o

d

d"
(F 6)

(F 7)

(F.8)

The solution of (F.6) is expressed in terms of associated Legendre functions in the form

M (0) : 
^"P:(r) 

+ rþ"Q'.@)

This equation is in the form of the modified Bessel equation as given in (D.1) in Appendix

D and its solution can be expressed in terms of modified Bessel functions first kind .Ir,*; and

the second kínd Kn*t,

L(kr) : Àlnl n+à@r) + tþ'"K 
"*¿(kr)
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where Ài and þ', are constants of integration. By taking in to account the properties of the

associated Legendre functions as given in (C.11) and the properties of the modified Bessel

functions as given in (D.4), and imposing the condition thal, A¿n be finite everywhere in-

side the conductor, the solution for the magnetic vector potential internal to the conducting

sphere is expressed as

where Dn are constants to be determined.

Determination of the Integration Constants

The constants of integration in (F.1) and (F.10) can be determined by imposing the con-

tinuity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic field intensities E, and

-I{e, respectively, at the conductor surface, which are given lry Q.20) and (2.27) respectively.

Assuming that the permeability of the conductor is the same as that of the free space, the

following relations are to be satisfied,

A¿n : ,-'/'î, D,P)(coso)I,*¿(kr)
n:l

Aonl,=,o: A"rrl,:,0

fi ? oo,) l,:,0: fi {, o",,)1,.-,"

(F.10)

(F.11)

These equations yieldl9l [i0]

/1 þoI, sinT, ,'0"*'\'n: 2 n@+Ð r?

n ¡t61" sin9" 2n * 1

"": z n'ozn(nTÐ

| 
(zn + Ð l"*+(krù 

_ t] e)@ose")l--k;TN J

/"0 \ " P](cos?")

\"/ h+@õ
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Substituting Cn and Dn in (F.1) and (F.10), the magnetic vector potentials internal and

external to the conducting sphere are derived in the form

Ain: +W,-'/'f.ffi(i)" ffir;þos0")p)(cos0) (F 13)

Ae,, : .!yå{ (;)" . #l#ffi-,] }
P)(cos? 

") 
P)(cos0)

(F.14)

n(n + L)

where j,, denotes spherical Bessel functions of the first kind as defined in (D.3). The resultant

magnetic vector potential produced by an inducing system having ly'¿ turns can be determined

by superposing the magnetic vector potentials produced by the individual turns.
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Appendix G

Surface Impedance with First Order
Curvature Correction

The surface impedance of a good conductor with the first order curvature correction Z', can

be obtained from (3.58) in the form

Z'": (I - p)2" (G.1)

where Z, is the standard surface impedance derived on the basis of the exact field solution

foraconductingsemi-spaceasgivenin(4.15),andp:irr+i)6Kd,whereK¿isthediff-

erence between the two principal curvatures and ô is the skin depth as given in (4.16). By

substitutingf.or Z, and p in (G.1) we get

z'":R,[t-, (t-ry)]

Thus the real part of. Z!is the same as that of. Zr.

(G.2)
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